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Abstract

A review is given of several aspects, and empirical consequences,
of the p-n interaction as it relates to the structure, phase tran-
sitions and collectivity of medium and heavy nuclei. The N pN n

scheme is reviewed as background material while the emphasis
centers on a discussion of a related quantity, the P factor, and
on the relationship of the integrated strength of the p-n interac-
tion to the empirically observed "saturation" of B(E2) values in
the mid-shell regions of deformed nuclei.

1. Introduction

jit has become abundantly clear in the last few years that the proton-
ineutron (p-n) interaction is one of the most important agents in control-
ling the onset and development of collectivity and deformation in nuclei
land in determining the structure of nuclear phase transition regions. It
;ts the purpose of this report to review ^orae of the empirical manifesta-
tions of the p-n interaction in nuclear observables. For background
jpurposes the N pN n scheme [1] will first be discussed. Following
ithis, some new work on extensions of the N pN n scheme will be consid-
ered as well as the relation of the p-n interaction to the empirically
familiar saturation of collectivity in mid-shell regions. It should be
emphasized at the outset that the work described here is but one of many
• contributions to the burgeoning study of the effects of the p-n interac-
tion in nuclear structure. As but one example of this activity and its
;fruitfulness, the empirical discovery in recent years of an abundance of
iso-called intruder states throughout medium and heavy nuclei has now been
accompanied by an elegant interpretation [2] of their systematics in
iterms of simple ideas evolving from the study of the p-n interaction,
jsuch topics, and many others, will not be covered here.

2. Review of the Proton-Neutron Interaction and the NpNn Scheme

At least superficially, the dominant feature of nuclear systematics in
most regions is its enormous complexity. Examples of this are shown in
[•jFjLgsj-ijjL̂ and, 2 jwftejfe it:£i-1ls||ey,ijd,̂ â ntiha.t!>ĵ oi;,lo[nly is the systematics for
leach observable complexTut" aiso the systematTcs of the same~observable
| plotted against N and Z is very different. Moreover, the apparent
I behavior of one region seems to bear little resemblance to that of
another. Of course, extensive research over the last decades has led to
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Fig. 1. Typical empirical systematics in transition regions.

la rather satisfactory and detailed understanding of each of these indi-
vidual regions. Nevertheless, despite these explanations, one is left
with an uneasy feeling that such plots as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are not
Ithe simplest way in which to view the evolution of nuclear collectivity
and the onset of deformation.

A simple and well known [3] clue leading to a different way of correlat-
ing the data may be seen in Fig. 3 whixh shows the 2+\ energies for
nuclei around Sn. In the singly magic (Z=50) nucleus Sn the 2+j energies
-are nearly constant across the shell. In contrast, in nuclei such as Cd
i(Z=A8) and Te (Z=52), both of which have two valence protons (holes and
particles, respectively), the 2+\ energies drop rapidly as one goes away
from the neutron closed shell at N=82. Moreover, when the number of
valence protons is further increased, as in Xe (Z=54), the 2+j energies
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lie still lower. All of this simply suggests the well-known fact that it
requires both valence protons and neutrons to establish collectivity and
;deformation in nuclei. Although the resistance of singly magic nuclei to
jdeforming tendencies was emphasized eajrly in the history of nuclear
| structure by de Shalit and Goldhaber [4] and again by Talmi [5], the
i pivotal role of the p-n interaction in the onset of collectivity and
jdeformation in nuclei has only been fully realized in the last decade.
i The pioneering thrust for this rediscovery was the calculations of

Federman and Pittel [6] for the A=100 region, which emphasized the
;critical importance of valence interactions between protons and neutrons
| in orbits with high spatial correlation. Although, at first, this work
' was thought to provide merely an explanation for the rapid onset of
deformation near A=100, it has since been recognized to provide a model j
ifor the development of phase transitions throughout heavy nuclei. The I
j impact of this work extends beyond this, however: as noted above, |
! similar ideas provide a simple understanding for other phenomena, such as I
the widespread appearance of intruder states throughout heavy nuclei, and j
have also played a key role in motivating recent work [1] on developing a
simple understanding of nuclear systematics.

If one believes that the isoscalar valence p-n interaction is the
dominant non-pairing residual interaction, then it is plausible to assume
^that. the ^introduction, of some, parameter related to the integrated
sLreugLh or this XuLtiracLIoii might piovltfe a useful tool—for ondet'sLaud"-~~
ing nuclear systematics. If one neglects the orbit dependence of the p-n
interaction and considers only its long-range (quadrupole) component,

• then such a parameter is clearly the product of the number of valence I
-•protons—dimes—the—number—of—valence—neutrons5—or—NpNn-. T-his—approach-^
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has been called the N_Nn scheme [1]. An example of its use is shown j
in Fig. 4 in which ^4+ 1/E 2+ 1 for the A=130 is plotted both in a
normal plot against neutron number and in an N pN n plot. The simpli-
fication wrought by the latter approach is clearly evident.

This, is. ̂a simple examnle and1works^ra^her well. However, in other mass
Tggfrows—"th'e "ap'p 11 caLITJTI—OT—Llie * ̂  p^n—sfctieme—rs—not—qulLn—so—simpie—or~
self evident because of the occurrence of subshell effects which affect
the counting of the number of valence particles. These subshell effects
are, themselves, a consequence of the p-n interaction, but, in this case,
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Behavior of the Sr and Zr Isotopes relative to the Pd isotopes (shown
earlier fn' Fig. 1) is one example of a subshell effect but perhaps the
j m3gg-e150 region. Figure 5 shows the
first 2 + energies for N=84, 86, 88 and 90. One would expect E2+, to
jlrop in going away from Z=50 as more valence protons are added. This
jLndeed occurs for N=90 but a strikingly different behavior is seen for
p=84, 86 and 88. Here, E2+, energy actually increases toward Gd
[Z-64). The complete reversal in systematics between N=88 and 90 vividly
Illustrates the impact of a subshell dissolution (in this case at Z=64)
>n the development of nuclear phase transitions. As has been emphasized
iJttiUfopafifd QJ?lgVnTPf7fiu1dl9rfsrlft^^'^ra be considered to
lave both a monopole and quadrupole component. The quadrupole component,
rtiich is long range and more or less orbit insensitive, can be roughly
approximated by NpNn. The monopole component, which is short range,
is directly related to the spatial overlap of the proton and neutron wave
functions and is largest for orbits of similar shell model quantum
numbers n, 1. Indeed, a simple approximation of the relative strength of
jthe monopole interaction, which requires no complex calculation, is
simply the quantity l/(An+AJl). The effect of the monopole p-n
{interaction is primarily to induce a shift in the net single particle
Energies [7]. It is useful to illustrate this for the A=150 region, as
shown in Fig. 6. On the left are shown the proton single-particle
energies above Z=50 and on the right the neutron energies above N=82. As
neutrons are added beyond N=82 the I19/2 orbit begins to fill. This
orbit has a very strong attractive monopole p-n interaction with the
proton h n / 2 orbit. As a consequence, the ^ix/2% single-particle
Energy decreases as the hg/2v orbit is filled. This evolution of the
proton single-particle energies as a function of the number of valence
Neutrons is illustrated on the left. For low neutron numbers (N<88) the
hll/2iE orbit lies well above the d5/2n orbit forming a substantial
subshell gap at Z=64. However, near and above N=90, that gap is
bbliterated. -This effect has major consequences in the counting of the
jvalence proton number N_: for example,jSm (Z=62) can be considered as

ll/2
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(interaction on the evolution of proton single particle energies (left) as i
la function of the number of neutrons filling a sequence of single i
particle states (right).



g n'SWi valence £̂ >r|OJ;on fro^Le^n re3zafi:i,ye tfti Zf.64^ when^N is <88, whereas
for N£90~The Z=64 gap vanishes, the nearest closed shell is then at Z=50
and, consequently, Np=12 for Sin. The effect shown in Fig. 5 can now be
kiinply exp^ainadly Eon;')SS88 £ itiheeaddlit&on of protons between Z=58 and (A
does not, contrary to traditional counting rules, increase the number of
valence nucleons since the Z=64 shell gap is intact. The proton orbits
fire filled beyond the midshell point of the Z=50-64 shell and, therefore,
Larger Z values represent fewer valence proton holes and lead to higher
J2+i values. For N>90 there is no (in this simple view) Z»64 gap and
the filling of protons beyond Z=56 does add more valence nucleons and,
cqnsequently, E9+. drops. If the effects of the evolution of such

smooth N pN n systematics, similar to those found for the A-130 region,
are obtained. This is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8.

Df course, the assumption that a subshell vanishes suddenly at a specific
jneutron or proton number is an unrealistic oversimplification. One would
(naturally expect a gradual weakening of its effects. In the context of
Ithe present discussion, this would show up as a smooth change, over a
|small span of neutron numbers, in the effective values of Np. It has
peen shown [1] that one can, indeed, extract effective N p values from
jNpNjj systematics by inspecting deviations of the data points from a
'smooth systematics. However, there is equally convincing, independent,
land quantitative, evidence [8,9] for subshell evolution which has recent-
Jly been extracted from an analysis of g(2+i) factors and B(E2:0+

1-v2
+i)

lvalues. This analysis is model dependent since it is couched in the
'framework of the IBA, but the resulting expressions for g(2+x) and B(E2)
lvalues are very insensitive to the detailed parameter choices in the
iHamiltonian and, therefore, the results can be considered quite
[reliable. Both of these observables can be directly related to Np and
,Nn and, therefore, the values for the latter quantities can be
^extracted from empirical data. The results for the A=150 region are
Ishown in Fig. 9 where it is clearly seen that the neutrons follow exactly
the dependence expected on the basis of ah N=82-126 major shell while the
iprotons exhibit a sharp discontinuity near N=88-90, changing from values
iclose to those appropriate for a Z=50—64 proton shell to values expected
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There have been a number of . recent developments in regard to the NpNn j
isA\4e'-iVd%o-furWei^
AA discussion of two of these will. cciu >rise the remainder of the present
work. First, however, it is wor iwhile briefly citing some other
"applications" of the N pN n scheme in order to illustrate its
practical advantages and predictive usefulness.

Calculations of collective nuclear structure with phenomenological models
l^yapy-a^7^ngfl^es;c%(^n&uY^g3sf?jraR^yei)c^.j.y^ several free param-
eters in the effective Hamiltonian. In treating a large number of nuclei
in a given region this either leads to an enormous number of free param-
eters or to the necessity of developing models that relate the parameters
for one nucleus to those for neighboring ones. The N pN n scheme
provides a particularly simple and economical way to do this. Since
nuclear systematics are smooth functions of N_Nn it is reasonable to
assume that the parameters of the Hamiltonian may also be written as j
jfunctions of NpNn. In this way, their behavior across an entire j
region can be parameterized in terms of a simple functional dependence, i
Such calculations have, for example, been carried out [1,10] in the |
jcontext of the IBA for the A=100, 130, 150 and 170 mass regions. For the j
'latter two, for example, fixing five constants allows one to calculate
jthe properties of *70 nuclei. :

i

jAnother feature of the N_Nn scheme is the curious property [11] that
jit can be used to predict unknown nuclei far off stability in a way which
jconverts the normal problem of extrapolation into the much simpler and
jmore reliable one of interpolation. This possibility arises for the ;
jsitnple reason that the N pN n values of many unknown nuclei far off i
•stability are less than some of those for known nuclei closer to stabili- '
ty: since the systematics of an observable follows a smooth curve as a :
.function of NpNn out to the largest^ N_Nn value for known nuclei
;in a given region, this simply means that the curve is already well ;
established for such unknown nuclei, whose properties can then be
|predicted simply by inspection.

A third application of the NpNn scheme, which combines elements of
the previous two, consists of exploiting the simplification in collective
calculations and the extrapolation+interpolation inversion feature to
obtain collective model predictions for unknown nuclei far off stabili-
ty. Here, the parameter values for unknown nuclei with NpNn values
less than those for known nuclei are themselves obtained by interpolation
and therefore one expects the predictions, once again, to be more reli-
able. Such calculations have not yet been carried to completion but are
'in progress [12], in particular for neutron-rich nuclei near A=160 and

;190. They are, of course, of nuclear structure interest, but they are
'also of importance in calculations of r-process nucleosynthesis. ;

;We turn now to the discussion of two particular recent developments, j
j namely the P-factor and the role of the p-n interaction in the I
;"saturation" of nuclear collectivity in the middle of deformed regions.
,Vr,i.i have 5 lines left including this one [
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;While fh'e NpNn scheme certainly simplifies the systematics in a given
.):lte hasi lone: notatoiet. iimtta'ttdam? which can be seen by considering

iFig. 10 which compares NpNn curves for E4+ /E2+, in six different
[regions of heavy nuclei. One notes that, with tne exception of the
jactinides, the curves for different regions are nearly parallel: that
jis, the change in nuclear structure per unit change in NpNn is very
similar in different regions. However, the actual value of N pN n at
which a phase transition is entered differs significantly from region to

that is, the absolute value of NnNL does not provide much

related parameter which places the N_Nn scheme on an absolute scale.
This has recently been done [13] and the relevant parameter, the P
factor, is defined as follows

N pN n N p+N n (1)

i This quantity may be viewed in several ways. First, as designed, it
!clearly provides an absolute scale for NpNn values. Secondly, as the
j product NpNn divided by the total number of valence nucleons, it may
I be viewed as the average number of interactions of each valence nucleon
,with those of the other type. Thirdly, it may be thought of as providing
; a measure of the ratio of the integrated strength of the quadrupole i
1 component of the p-n interaction to the strength of the like nucleon j
j pairing interaction. It will be seen below that this last way of looking j
j at the P factor is physically meaningful in terms of the known strengths i
I of the p-n and pairing interactions. i

When the same data that have been used to construct N pN n plots in a j
given region are plotted against the P factor, nearly identical curves i
result. In this respect the P factor provides nothing new. However, ;
when comparing different regions, a remarkable compactification of the :
data results since, now, the P factor; curves for all regions nearly '
overlap. This is shown in Fig. 11 which is identical to Fig. 10 except '
that the abscissa is P. The curves that were rather widely displaced in i
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NpNn are now coalesced in the P factor plot. All the transition
• regions occur in a narrow range of P values. If one uses, for example, a
i value of E4+ /E2+, = 3.0 as an indicator of the phase transitional
: point, then all regions pass through this critical juncture in the range
! P - 4-5. There are two aspects of this that are particularly interest-
; ing, one relating to the light it sheds on the relative roles of the
monopole and quadrupole compoents of the p-n interaction and the other
centering on the absolute value of P itself. Dealing with the latter
point first, it is interesting to note that values for p-n interaction
strengths in shell model calculations are typically = 150-200 keV while
the like nucleon pairing interaction is ^ 1 MeV. Thus, one would expect

1 the p-n interaction to begin to dominate just when there are approximate-
ly 5 p-n interactions for each valence pairing interaction, that is, for

! P values near 5. This is precisely the magnitude of P just noted where
the phase transition occurs empirically. Thus, not only does the P
factor coalesce the data from the empirical point of view but the
specific absolute values of P that characterize nuclear transition •
regions are emminently reasonable in terms of our understanding of the
underlying strengths of the p-n and pairing interactions.

An interesting corrolary of this result is obtained by noting that if one
lets the number of valence nucleons of one type grow arbitrarily large, ,
then the limiting value of P is simply the number of valence nucleons of ,
the other type. Since Fig. 11 shows that P must be >_ 4-5 for deformation ;
to set in, it follows that no nuclei will be deformed unless there are at ]

\ least 4-5 valence nucleons of each type. This simple "rule" of course
i reflects the well—known qualitative feeling that nuclei near closed
shells do not become deformed. However, it puts it on a quantitative

I basis and explains, compactly, why, for example, the Pt isotopes are not
!,.deformed whereas the 0sr nuclei a.r.ê why Xe does not deform whereas the Ba j
i^Wap^s^-oT^d'^wny^d-^ppTO
1 not. Of course, one thinks immediately of apparent exceptions to this |
rule such as the extremely neutron-deficient Hg isotopes like 184Hg.
However, as indicated, these exceptions are indeed only apparent: the

—deformation-observed—in— these—nuclei—does-not— signal—a—violation- of— the--



i'nb.u.t; rathei^ .vividly highliightsj jthe- facttfihat thefnormal magic nua-
l i b l h I d d i h b k [14] fbers are not applicable here. Indeed, it has been known [14] for many

iyears that deformation sets in in the light Hg isotopes because of the j
>d'esc~e<ntpof'Cthe) ihq/a-rcTpgotom loribitieaxtross the Z=82 gap into the next i
lower oscillator shell. This has the effect of irradicating Z=82 as a |
magic number, thereby changing the values of N p appropriate to the j
light Hg isotopes from Np=2 to much larger values. In light of this, !
lie is hardly surprising that the Hg isotopes with large N n values j
lindeed become deformed. Similarly, the deformation that is j
Characteristic of "intruder states" in the Pb and Cd regions is also not I
[a violation of the rule since these intruder states are specifically j
ifeH^s'e^a^fii^^eeo^UHf-fio^ife-^SdeWS^-S^yi^Sgid—co=woxkers-424-*—a-j
jpair of nucleons from tha valence shell has been promoted into the next
jhigher shell thereby in effect increasing the number of valence particlts
land holes by 4.

jWith the discussion of the N pN n scheme and the P factor in mind it is
now easy to discern (see also ref. 15) the separate effects of the mono-
pole and quadrupole components of the p-n interaction. The quadrupoie
component, approximately proportional to N pN n, acts on a set of
ivalence nucleons and thereby determines the resulting collectivity. The
monopole component acts essentially t. shift single particle energies
land, in doing so, frequently alters oubshell gaps and thus the actual
counting of the valence nucleons themselves. The monopole component can
be viewed as the agent which helps determines the effective numbers of
valence nucleons on which the quadrupole component acts. The combination
of the two leads to a net effective N pN n value which directly
:controls the collectivity.

To summarize this section, the use of the P factor further simplifies
nuclear systematics by coalescing the behavior of different regions and
by providing an absolute scale for the N pN n scheme. The fact that
nuclear phase transitions seem to occur universally in a narrow range of
P values, corresponding to that point ./in each major shell when the
integrated strength of the p-n interaction begins to dominate that of the
pairing interaction, further highlights the importance of the p-n inter-
action in the development of nuclear collectivity. The P factor has
found other applications [16] recently, in particular in simplifying the
systematics of nuclear masses in both the actinide and rare earth
regions. This topic is too extensive to be dealt with here except to
note that it is possible to plot nuclear masses in such a way that
isotopic and isotonic chains fall on straight lines against P with slopes
related directly to the number of valence nucleons.

3.b Saturation of Nuclear Collectivity and the p-n Interaction
(collaboration with K. Heyde and A. Wolf)

In nearly any picture of nuclear collectivity which emphasizes the
1 valence space, B(E2:0+i*2+i) values are expected to be proportional to
: the square of the number of valence nucleons, that is to e N where e is ;
! an effective charge (or to (epNp+enNn) if one wants to distin- i
; guish proton and neutron degrees of freedom separately). In view of
-thisi, it is a,-remarkable ;empirical.rfac.t. cwhich, curiously, has not been
|Ti5t^~i1n^ni"s~^6Tftt^xJt^~T:h"aV^u1eh^enWi16r*^ expticLed—on simple—and general
i grounds, does not occur, at least in the mid-shell regions of deformed
nuclei. This difficulty was evident in recent IBA calculations [10] of
the A=150-180 region which succeeded in reproducing the systematics of

-most—observables—(Including—B(E2)—values—in— the—transit-Ion—region)—but—



Fig. 12. B(E2:0+
1->2

+
1) values in the first half of the rare earth

jregion. Left: empirical values. Middle and right: calculations using
|the expression B(E2:0+1->-2

+
1) = e

2N 2 where e = 0.175 eb and N is based on
jnormal counting (right) and on Neff values obtained from the integrated
p-n interaction strength (middle). From ref. 17.

jwhich significantly overestimated B(E2:0+
1+2

+i) values near mid-shell.
The predicted values closely follow an N dependence while the data
jexhibit a very clear saturation effect. This is illustrated on the left
land right panels in Fig. 12 which show, respectively, the empirical B(E2)
jvalues in the rare-earth region [18] and the predictions based on a
isimple N dependence. (The latter are very similar to the predictions of
xef. 10.) This difficulty with such a fundamental measure of collectivity
taust clearly be taken to represent a substantial shortcoming in our
understanding of collective behavior. It may in fact even cast doubt on
Ithe applicability of a "valence space model" to describe such observables
.since the problem does not arise in geometrical models. In the latter,
these B(E2) values saturate because they are proportional to (3 while the
equilibrium deformations themselves, obtained [19] by summing the single
particle (Nilsson) energies of the relevant filled proton and neutron
orbits, saturate at p » 0.3. The resolution of this difficulty is
therefore of considerable significance and will be seen to highlight
further the effects and significance of the p-n interaction.

iOne can in fact understand the empirical behavior by a simple considera-
tion [17] of the p-n interaction in the valence space and its orbit
jdependence. It was stated above that the quadrupole component of the p-n j
jinteraction is orbit insensitive but, of course, .this is an oversim-
jplification: although the effect is smaller than for the monopole
jcomponent, the quadrupole interaction is certainly stronger between or-
|bits of higher spatial overlap and, for example, cannot be as large if
i,the proton and .neutrqn ^orbits .are, .equatorial and polar as it would be if

j-'t-h%^VeVe^oth;^±^H«r^TtWpa^yi^ri§nt^at(i^nT I-magrne-;—therefore-;—a~
iregion just above neutron and proton magic numbers where both neutrons
;and protons are filling sharply downslopping (equatorial) Nilsson or-
bits. -The overlap is very large and the quadrupole p-n interaction is a '
maximum.—As— long—as—this—continues -as—the—valence—shells—a-re—f-illed-j—the--
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integrated quadrupole p-n interaction strength should closely scale as
NpNn. However, towards mid-shell, protons and neutrons enter regions
of flat and upsloping orbits. Neutrons in such^ orbits will have a lower
quadrupole interaction with protops in the downsloping orbits and vice
versa. It is natural to anticipate then that the integral of the summed
quadrupole p-n interaction over! the set of filled orbits in a given
region will deviate from an N pN n scaling as mid-shell is approached.
One way of phrasing this is by stating that the effective N pN n value,
or (NpNn)eff, defined by a proportionality to this summation, is
less than the nominal N pN n value. It is interesting to carry out a
calculation that embodies these ideas. The total integrated quadrupole
p-n interaction strength is obtained in a Nilsson plus BCS pairing scheme
by summing the product of quadrupole moments q^qjy, weighted by
appropriate occupation amplitudes, over all valence proton orbits, i, and
neutron orbits, j , as a function of N and Z in a given region. After
normalization, these summations are treated as ( N p N n ) e f f values.
They are shown in Fig. 13. Near the beginning of the valence shells the
calculated ( N p N n ) e f f values do scale nearly along the diagonal
Np Nn line, but, as mid-shell is approached, they deviate toward lower
values and vividly demonstrate the saturation effect alluded to above.
Then, using the empirical-result [8] that the mid rare-earth region can
be interpreted in terms of normal Np values and reduced Nn values,



the (NpNn)eff products in Fig. 13 yield effective Nn values.
Finally, taking B(E2:0+1+2

+
1) = e2 (N_+Nn ) 2 gives the predic-

tions in""the middle panel of Fig. 12, which are seen to agree remarkably
well with the empirical results. The improvement relative to the right
hand panel is clear. The important result here, besides the obvious one
of reproducing the data, is that these calculations show that it is
indeed possible to account for the B(E2) saturation effect within the
context of a valence space model by recognizing that the description of
the mid-shell region in terms of effective Np and Nn values reflects,
not literally the need for alternative counting, but rather the idea that
these quantities, and in particular their product, are directly linked to
the overall collectivity and to the strength of the quadrupole p-n inter-
action. The physical reduction in this interaction in the presence of
deformed proton and neutron orbits with differing orientations manifests
itself in asymptotic NpNn products and, thereby, in a saturation in
B(E2:0+1+2

+
1) values.

It is still not quite clear at this stage the relation between the two
explanations offered for the saturation of B(E2) values, namely one based
on their proportionality to |3 combined with the asymptotic values for p
that are reached in this region, and the other based on their proportion-
ality to Neff

2 along with the smaller asymptotic effective values of
this quantity arising from the reduction in integrated p-n interaction
strength near mid-shell. The simplicity of the explanation in each case
and the fact that each accounts rather well for the data, suggests that
further study of their relationship might well be worthwhile.

4. Summary

A review of the principal effects of the p-n interaction and, in particu-
lar, of the NpNn scheme has been presented along with a brief discus-
sion of soma recent developments in this field. The use of P-factor
plots to provide an absolute scale for NpNn and to provide a direct
link with simple physically intuitive ideas relating the strength of the
p-n interaction to the onset of collectivity and deformation in nuclei
was discussed. Then, an interpretation of the empirically-observed
saturation in B(E2) values in deformed nuclei was offered in terms of a
corresponding reduction in integrated proton-neutron strength arising
from a reduced spatial overlap of proton and neutron orbits near mid-
shell. This latter discussion was couched in terms of reduced effective
N_Nn values leading to lower predicted B(E2) values (relative to
those expected on the basis of a simple N dependence with a normal
counting of valence nucleons) which are in excellent agreement with the
empirically observed saturation.
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